The Peace Pulse seeks to inform readers about recent debates and scholarship related to peacebuilding and governance, as well as research on Conflict Dynamics’ peacebuilding contexts: Somalia and Somaliland, South Sudan, Sudan, and Syria.

Conflict Dynamics’ peacebuilding initiatives aim to prevent and resolve violent conflict and to foster political stability. In working toward this goal, Conflict Dynamics supports people and their representatives to develop, agree upon, and implement practical arrangements for political dialogue processes and governance that accommodate diverse political interests in a balanced way.
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Sudan

- Can a Peaceful Political Process in Sudan be Revitalized through the AUHIP? Challenges and Opportunities, Sudan Democracy First Group, 17 February 2017.

Syria

- Local Truces and Demographic Change in Syria, The Day After, 31 January 2017.
- Preventing State Collapse in Syria, Parasiliti, Andrew, Kathleen Reedy, and Becca Wasser, Perspectives, RAND Corporation, 2017.
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